Thank you Madam Chair and Committee Members…
As you have been informed, I am here today to present information regarding the
County Plan and it’s impacts and how the outcomes can be improved.
I am presenting as the Director of Rocky View 2020 which is a Rocky View citizens
advisory society incorporated in the province of Alberta.
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As the members of this committee appreciate …The County Plan is the premier
document guiding the future of Rocky View and therefore it must be a vibrant
document that takes into consideration the economic landscape, the needs and
desires of current and future residents, fiscal sustainability, and changing local and
regional circumstances.

It was adopted with minimal change a year ago amid controversy with Council’s full
commitment for a thorough one-year review.
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Within the County Plan itself –
Policies 31.1 , 31.2, and 31.3 all relate to a commitment to have the administration
report to Council on implementation of the County Plan each year. The commitment
also included specific reference to an update of performance measures, indicators,
benchmarks and targets to monitor the implementation of the Plan. These measures
once obtained may result in appropriate adjustments to the plan through separate
amendments.
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PART A – COMPONENTS OF A ROBUST REVIEW
Therefore, we encourage Council and administration to robustly fulfill the policy
commitment to monitor and report on the implementation of the plan in each of the
six principles areas that provide the framework of the County Plan.
The first is growth and fiscal sustainability.
Because of time constraints I will just touch on some of the suggested measures
from the more complete list provided last week and included in todays package.
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As stated the County Plan is the document guiding the future of Rocky View. The
suggested measures will keep us realistically focused as we move towards the vision
of an “inviting, thriving and sustainable” County.
As a commitment to the policy calling for annual evaluation, Rocky View 2020
submits it would serve all Rocky View landowners and residents well, if this
committee would move forward with a resolution to open the County Plan to this
robust review. The Resolution reads as follows:
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Secondly today we appeal to this committee, Council and the administration to view
these measures coming-out of a robust review - the context of our current market
dynamics.
In the last year all of us have seen various media reports and census data that
highlights growth in Calgary that is at new record levels. Note these articles….
Some municipalities see these growth pressures as opportunities to “cultivate their
communities” not as problems.
Okotoks Council recently voted 5 to 2 in favor of taking off restrictive population
targets and prescriptive development location options.
Some municipalities are actively engaging investor interest for their own benefit. We
should too.
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The following is a chart submitted to this committee in your package today. This was
an analysis done for Rocky View 2020.
This chart shows the residential building permits issued over the last few years in a
number of the municipalities in the Calgary region.
It can be noted that Rocky View has the third largest population, after Calgary and
Airdrie-yet based on this building permit analysis Rocky View’s participation in the
Calgary region is significantly below the County Plan’s limit of 3% .
Effectively this data indicates that 98.8% of the growth that came into the Calgary
region to June of this year went somewhere other than Rocky View. We are
effectively closed.
A robust and thorough review of the performance metrics discussed previously will
help to build greater understanding of where change is needed.
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In the past Rocky View has proven we can deliver successful outcomes..
Water mark -won best community in Canada award
Cross Iron - $60 million expansion and the east Balzac showcase of new facilities.
Most prestigious homes in Alberta
Today though - we believe the current restrictive, prescriptive theme running
through the County Plan is not the best approach.
I note the Reeves task force said the following : “the majority expressed opposition to
the “drawing of lines” where the County decides through a growth management
strategy, or some other policy or regulatory mechanism where development will be
allowed or not allowed to occur” . (Section 2. Residential Development – b) i. Page 19
– Report on Reeves Task Force on Growth Planning).
This prescriptive approach that focuses on restricting people who can come to Rocky
View and also prescribes where they must live –continues to be the primary area of
concern by the residents and landowners of Rocky View 2020. It is our view that this
central committee planning approach jeopardizes achieving our shared vision.
A more open and collaborative approach which includes a thorough assessment of
the marketplace, and a focus on meeting the needs of current and future residents,
should be the main driver in development consideration. This position was also
clearly supported as the majority position of people heard by the Reeves task force.
(Section 2.Residential Development, item iv. e, page 19, Report of Reeves Task Force
on Growth Planning)

Meeting the market often necessitates a diversity of form. For example the
demographics realities of today mean older members of our communities look to
downsize and stay in Rocky View. Others are looking for attractive places to meet,
work and play in Rocky View and for retail and service options that cultivate
community and provides a different type of environmentally friendly, rural feel
option.
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In summary – We believe a robust analysis of the progress to date of the County Plan
will show we are falling far short of even the Plan’s modest targets. We point out
that this is occurring during record setting growth and investment interest in the
Calgary Region.
Today Rocky View 2020 is in effect a continuation of the voices that for years now
have been calling for the County to:
1. Move away from prescribed growth areas and targets with the “drawing of lines”,
where the County decides through some prescriptive policy or regulatory mechanism
where development will be allowed (or not allowed) to occur.
2. Move toward a recognition that the marketplace is the main driver of
development. Residential growth should be driven by clear market demand,
demographics, economics, infrastructure and fiscal responsibility. Inviting and
thriving communities lift the value for all.
3. Be open to consider a diversity of form to meet the needs of existing and new
Rocky View residents and business. Collaboratively encourage innovation and work
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to provide housing and lifestyle choices through variety in design, density and form
while respecting the County’s rural character.
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I suggest we add to the Count Plan a principle that pertains to how we do what we
do. An addition that speaks to Rocky Views Culture.
It is time to drop the instantly adversarial approach and villainization directed at
anyone who wants to invest in Rocky View and move to something that allows us to
shape our future together in a mutually respectful and accountable manner.
We request you move forward with the resolution to do a thorough review of the
progress on implementation of the plan and based on the outcomes move forward
with recommendations consistent with what as been presented today in order to see
our shared vision materialize

Thank you
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As stated the County Plan is the document guiding the future of Rocky View. The
suggested measures will keep us realistically focused as we move towards the vision
of an “inviting, thriving and sustainable” County.
As a commitment to the policy calling for annual evaluation, Rocky View 2020
submits it would serve all Rocky View landowners and residents well, if this
committee would move forward with a resolution to open the County Plan to this
robust review. The Resolution reads as follows:
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